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Harvesting Online Reviews to Identify
the Competitor Set in a Service Business:
Evidence From the Hotel Industry

Fei Ye1 , Qian Xia1,2, Minhao Zhang3 , Yuanzhu Zhan4,
and Yina Li1

Abstract
In today’s global service industry, online reviews posted by consumers offer critical information that influences subsequent
consumers’ purchasing decisions and firms’ operation strategies. However, little research has been done on how the same
information can be used to identify key competitors and improve services to increase competitiveness. In this article, we propose
an analytical framework based on an improved k-nearest neighbor model and a latent Dirichlet allocation model for service
managers to harvest online reviews to identify their key competitors and to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their
businesses. With a sample comprising over 8 million customer reviews of 6,409 hotels in 50 Chinese cities from Ctrip.com, we
validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in the analysis of a hotel’s service competitiveness and its key competitors.
The findings indicate that the importance of particular attributes of a hotel varies in different segments according to hotel star
ratings. This study extends the literature by bridging online reviews and competitor identification for service industries. It also
contributes to practice by offering a systematic and effective way for managers to identify their key competitors, monitor market
preferences, ensure service quality, and formulate effective marketing strategies.
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Online reviews generated by consumers are becoming increasingly

influential in today’s rapidly changing service business and par-

ticularly in the hotel industry (Mathwick and Mosteller 2017;

Y. Wang et al. 2020; L. Wu et al. 2016). This is driven by the

trends of globalization, aging populations, reduced travel costs,

and increased leisure time—the service-intensive hotel industry

has witnessed corresponding rising demand (Mohammed, Guil-

let, and Law 2014). Moreover, due to the evolution of Web 2.0,

the number of hotel reviews posted on the websites of online

travel agents (OTAs) such as Booking.com and TripAdvisor.

com has grown enormously (K. Lu and Elwalda 2016). Recent

market research has shown that over 49% of travelers will not

choose a hotel without reviewing online comments (World

Travel Market 2014), and approximately 35% of consumers

modify their schedules after checking posts on OTAs (L. Wu

et al. 2016). In addition, online reviews can have an important

influence on service organizations’ bottom line. For instance,

Mathwick and Mosteller (2017) reported that a 1% improvement

in online reputation could result in a 1.4% growth in revenue per

hotel room.

Today, online reviews enable consumers to share their

experiences and opinions at an unprecedented scale and speed.

Such reviews present a substantial amount of rich information

on competitors, particularly in the form of service comparisons

(W. Wang, Yi, and Dai 2018). Although online reviews have

been adopted throughout all areas of both service and manu-

facturing industries, the information included tends to be

incredibly valuable for service industries (Mathwick and Mos-

teller 2017; L. Wu et al. 2016). Compared to physical products

that typically have multiple features that can be easily classi-

fied and evaluated, the measurements that constitute

“excellent” or “terrible” services tend to be complicated to

objectively identify and define (Mankad et al. 2016). As a

result, the subjective customer opinions that are embedded in

online reviews become much more informative by comparison.

Notably, the use of online reviews works for all service sectors,

and managers today need to monitor and analyze both negative

and positive online reviews in order to track the products,
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services, promotions, and sales offered by their competitors

(Jin, Ji, and Gu 2016). Pelsmacker, Tilburg, and Holthof

(2018) highlight that the volume and valence of online reviews

reflect the competitive marketing strategies of service provi-

ders and can have an effect on their market performance.

Therefore, it is of great importance to develop an approach to

support the analysis of the competitiveness of a service provi-

der and the identification of its key competitors by using online

reviews.

A comprehensive literature review shows that research brid-

ging online reviews and competitor identification in service

research is in its infancy, as there is a lack of operational

approaches to extend the scope of either area. On the one hand,

prior studies have revealed the use and effects of online reviews

in various fields, such as marketing (K. Lu and Elwalda 2016;

Pelsmacker, Tilburg, and Holthof 2018; Ye, Law, and Gu

2009), information systems research (Chen and Yao 2016;

Filieri et al. 2018; Mariani, Borghi, and Gretzel 2019), and

innovation management (Algesheimer et al. 2011; K. Lu and

Elwalda 2016; Moe and Trusov 2011; Zhan et al. 2020). How-

ever, none of these studies takes the perspective of service

providers, and so they do not advance current discourse in

relation to identifying key competitors and improving services.

Moreover, most of these studies consider only a limited amount

of information from online reviews (e.g., they might extract a

single summary opinion from a review), which cannot provide

managers with an integrated and comprehensive set of compet-

itors. On the other hand, the service literature has established

that consumer evaluations of a service are greatly affected by

interactions among consumers, operational approaches, infor-

mation systems, staff, and companies (Brown and Dev 2000).

These factors have been studied in relation to service quality,

service representatives, and service blueprinting (Holloway

and Beatty 2003; Rapp et al. 2015; Tsai and Lu 2006), suggest-

ing that services involve companies and customers in co-

creation (Holloway and Beatty 2003; Kumar et al. 2010). In

spite of their theoretical and practical implications, these fac-

tors have largely been overlooked in the operationalization of

models that can identify competitor sets and harvest the value

of online customer reviews (Antons and Breidbach 2018).

Notably, an analytical framework is required that can integrate

relevant attributes of a service and help companies analyze

online customer reviews and identify their key competitors.

Accordingly, research has increasingly suggested that new

approaches, such as data analytics and machine-learning meth-

ods, are needed to improve service systems (Gur and Greckha-

mer 2019; Jin, Ji, and Gu 2016). This study argues that insights

into the competitor set are more likely to be captured in rich

online reviews than through company-based questionnaires.

Therefore, the lack of an analytical framework centering on

the identification of the competitor set is a critical oversight.

The main objective of this study is to develop an analytical

approach to help managers harvest information from online

reviews that will allow them to identify their competitor set.

The study setting is the hotel industry, but the approach could

be used by service companies in general. It is based on the

integration of an improved k-nearest neighbor (kNN) model

and a latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. Competitors

are identified from online customer reviews, combined with

hotel description data and online search ranking data. Although

the online review data are highly important in determining a

hotel’s strategic plan, surprisingly few studies in the field of

service research have utilized online customer reviews to iden-

tify competitors and, in practice, managers do not have sys-

tematic guidance on how best to process the vast amount of

data present in online reviews (Antons and Breidbach 2018;

Rapp et al. 2015). In light of this, the study proposes an inte-

grated analytical approach that draws from a variety of disci-

plines (e.g., statistics, machine learning, and computer science)

to conduct an in-depth analysis of online reviews to determine

the importance of hotel attributes in different market segments

(according to hotel star ratings).

This research makes three key contributions to the literature

and practice. First, the service attributes identified from con-

sumers’ online reviews can support hotel managers in evaluat-

ing their perceived quality of services and their competitive

environment. Importantly, those attributes depend on the mar-

ket segment served by a particular hotel. Second, as online

reviews normally include information on competitors, we pro-

pose a more effective analytical framework, based on a set of

machine-learning techniques, for service managers to deter-

mine their key competitors and to identify their own company’s

weaknesses and strengths. This will, in turn, allow them to

develop appropriate marketing strategies and make appropriate

service improvements. Third, the proposed framework offers

the opportunity for real-time analysis of the competitor set by

applying analytical techniques. That is, it enables managers to

conduct dynamic analysis to monitor their key competitors and

changes to the market environment by applying up-to-date

information from consumers’ online reviews.

Literature Review

Two fields of the literature relate to the present study: the use of

Online Reviews for Value Co-Creation and Service Improve-

ment subsection and Competitor Identification in the Service

Domain subsection. Also, the existing methods and approaches

for competitor identification are compared in subsection Meth-

ods and Approaches for Competitor Identification, and the set-

tings for research regarding customers’ hotel selection via

OTAs are presented in subsection Research Settings: Customer

Hotel Selection via OTAs.

Online Reviews for Value Co-Creation and Service
Improvement

The impact of consumer-company interactions on consumer

evaluation of a service has long been seen as the process nature

of services in the literature (Antons and Breidbach 2018;

Brown and Dev 2000; Parasuraman, Berry, and Zeithaml

1993). Identifying these interactions can help companies to

enhance their understanding of the “customer encounter,”

2 Journal of Service Research XX(X)



which is defined as a customer’s direct interactions with the

service during a specific period (Ordenes et al. 2014). Studies

show that the encounters are important for consumers’ evalua-

tion of service quality (Parasuraman, Berry, and Zeithaml

1993), customer loyalty (Brodie et al. 2011; Kumar et al.

2010), and customer satisfaction (Algesheimer et al. 2011;

Nasution and Mavondo 2008). According to L. Wu et al.

(2016), key encounters between companies and consumers can

happen in different ways, such as face-to-face interactions,

telephone, email, and the internet. To increase the quality of

these encounters, the literature has studied the co-creative

nature of services and consumers’ evaluations are treated as

the outcomes of the multiple activities provided and resources

applied during the service (Kumar and Pansari 2016; Mathwick

and Mosteller 2017).

Moreover, the service literature summarizes critical factors

in the service process that enhance consumers’ realization of

value (Filieri et al. 2018; Nasution and Mavondo 2008). When

receiving services, consumers combine activities offered by the

company with external resources and use various approaches to

generate value for themselves (A. C. C. Lu, Gursoy, and Lu

2016; Ordenes et al. 2014). During the consumer-company

interactions, consumers’ value creation can be affected by the

information platform (e.g., online forums and communities)

provided by the companies (Antons and Breidbach 2018; Tha-

kur 2018). These value co-creation platforms offer both the

company and the consumer access to information that enables

various activities, and different results are possible based on

how the interaction proceeds. Companies work as value facil-

itators who support consumers in their value creation by offer-

ing them the necessary information and resources (Ordenes

et al. 2014).

To facilitate the value co-creation and offer the right ser-

vices to consumers (Kumar et al. 2010), it is important for

companies to gain insights into consumers’ evaluations of their

experiences and their perception of the value of the company’s

services in a context defined by the consumers (Gao et al. 2018;

Parasuraman, Berry, and Zeithaml 1993). This can be achieved

by companies via harvesting online customer reviews through

information platforms during or following interactions (Gur

and Greckhamer 2019; Jin, Ji, and Gu 2016). According to Tan

et al. (2018), although online reviews cannot directly lead to

value generation for companies, they can result in internal

process development and actionable information for decision

making if proper analytical approaches are in place. For exam-

ple, an analytical approach can be developed to enable manag-

ers to collect all their online reviews and other sources of

information on their interactions with consumers, so that they

can evaluate the competitive environment effectively and

respond to consumers’ feedback in a timely manner (W. Wang,

Yi, and Dai 2018). Also, the company’s weaknesses and

strengths can be evaluated, which in turn will allow managers

to develop appropriate marketing strategies and service

improvements. Moreover, the analysis of online information

can be done much more quickly and with information that is

much more up to date than could be done using traditional

means (Antons and Breidbach 2018). Nonetheless, studies have

been rare in the service literature that systematically investigate

the value co-creation process by harvesting the value of online

reviews.

Competitor Identification in the Service Domain

Competition in the service industries is widely regarded as

complex and dynamic (Du, Hu, and Damangir 2015; Nam,

Joshi, and Kannan 2017). To identify competitors, managers

normally focus on a small group of companies because of their

bounded rationality and limited managerial resources (Peteraf

and Bergen 2003). This approach is in line with the cognitive

categorization view, which explains why companies identify

only simple competitor sets and pay attention to just a few

categories of business rivals (Baum and Lant 2003; Hatzijor-

danou, Bohn, and Terzidis 2019).

Service competitors can be defined in different ways.

According to Ng, Westgren, and Sonka (2009), competition

can be interpreted differently by stakeholders within a value

chain, as they may have different perceptions of rivals. Most of

the literature uses the concept of service substitution to define

competitors, whereby service attributes (e.g., pricing and ser-

vice cycle time) are compared to identify which other service

providers are most similar (e.g., Clark and Montgomery 1999).

The important service attributes classified by the early research

build a strong foundation of understanding the dimensions on

which competitors are best defined. For example, by identify-

ing a company’s service shortfalls and strengths, SERVQUAL

can help to define the competitor set and to determine which

competitors share particular disadvantages and advantages

attributes (Brown and Dev 2000; Parasuraman, Berry, and

Zeithaml 1993). In this way, managers are recommended to

evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the company as well

as those of its competitors through predefined scales and mea-

surements (Clark and Montgomery 1999). However, this

approach to competitor identification has been criticized for its

subjective bias. Ng, Westgren, and Sonka (2009) suggest that

when interpreting competition, managers may have different

“blind spots” due to their personal characteristics and

experiences.

The literature suggests that service improvement begins by

comparing what consumers believe a firm ought to provide

with what they perceive the firm’s actual service to be (Antons

et al. 2018; Brown and Dev 2000; Gao et al. 2018). Accord-

ingly, the competitors of service providers can be defined from

the customer perspective by benchmarking the market prefer-

ence for particular service attributes (Baum and Lant 2003;

Sidhu, Nijssen, and Commandeur 2000). In other words, it aims

to contribute to the knowledge regarding how customers define

the competitor set for a focal firm. This approach is consistent

with the view of service demand, which defines competitors as

all the companies that aim to meet a similar set of customer

demands. According to Sidhu, Nijssen, and Commandeur

(2000), in comparison with other perspectives, the customer

perspective normally identifies a wider and larger competitor

Ye et al. 3



set (i.e., direct and immediate competitors, as well as potential

competitors), which may even span different industries, and so

competitive boundaries are blurry. Identifying competitors

from the customer perspective can, nevertheless, reduce the

adverse effects of short-sightedness, competition asymmetry,

and the “competitive blind spots” of managers (J. B. Kim,

Albuquerque, and Bronnenberg 2011; Ng, Westgren, and

Sonka 2009).

In addition, how to evaluate competitors is another impor-

tant topic within the growing body of service literature. The

superiority of relative service metrics over absolute measures

of satisfaction is emphasized (e.g., Keiningham, Buoye, and

Ball 2015). Recent studies show that instead of using a numer-

ical value to measure customer satisfaction (i.e., the absolute

measures), a ranking of competitors according to customer

satisfaction is found to be more strongly associated with their

share of wallet (Keiningham et al. 2015). According to Kei-

ningham et al. (2014), although the use of relative metrics is

robust in measuring service success, the question of “relative to

whom” might be challenging. Therefore, developing an effec-

tive approach to competitor identification is a critical prelim-

inary step in understanding customers’ perceptions of and

attitudes to service providers.

Methods and Approaches for Competitor Identification

To identify competitors in the service domain, researchers have

applied different methods and approaches in terms of the nature

of the data resources and expertise required. Two commonly

used methods have been surveys and archival studies.

According to Gur and Greckhamer (2019), quantitative

empirical studies using cross-sectional survey data are the most

common method for identifying competitors. Such research has

generally taken a company perspective or a customer perspec-

tive (Gur and Greckhamer 2019). On the one hand, national or

international statistical data have been widely utilized in

empirical studies of competitor identification (Cooper and

Inoue 1996; J. Wu and Olk 2014). On the other hand, research-

ers have explored how companies satisfy customer needs and

analyzed customers’ brand-switching behaviors (DeSarbo and

Grewal 2007; Wieringa and Verhoef 2007). The study of brand

switching (e.g., Roos, Edvardsson, and Gustafsson 2004; Wier-

inga and Verhoef 2007) normally employs behavioral panel

data in which one observes brand switching, for example, in

examining customer perceptions of brands, and may apply a

log-linear modeling framework to investigate which brands

have similar image profiles to identify whether they form shar-

ing or switching partitions.

The second method is the archival study. The early research

analyzing firms’ archival data to identify their competitors

focused on defining strategic groups of firms that share certain

characteristics such as strategies, resources, and environment

(Peteraf and Bergen 2003). In the domain of service research,

the banking sector was one of the earliest “laboratories” for

researchers using archival data to identify competitors through

the analysis of strategic groups (Amel and Rhoades 1988).

Various approaches have been applied to identify the strategic

groups so as to find closely competing companies within the

same industry. However, the main issue with this method is that

the structure and boundaries of these strategic groups are usu-

ally ambiguous (Baum and Lant 2003). In addition, the method

has typically employed a two-step approach. The researchers

first apply factor analysis to identify the underlying dimensions

and then they identify the strategic group using cluster analysis.

As a result, multidimensional scaling (MDS) has been widely

adopted to overcome the weaknesses of the cluster analysis

such as the inconsistency of the factors that emerge and the

overlooking of the time factor (DeSarbo and Grewal 2007).

To benchmark our proposed method against relevant stud-

ies, we summarize previous approaches for mapping and ana-

lyzing competitive market structures in Table 1. Previous

studies have depended on data captured from questionnaires

and surveys. For example, Cooper and Inoue (1996) apply

archival data (questionnaires collected by Rogers National

Research) to determine the preferences of different customer

segments while DeSarbo and Grewal (2007) use survey data to

investigate purchase intentions for vehicles through an asym-

metric MDS approach.

With the development of information technologies, service

companies today are paying more attention to understanding

their competition from a customer’s perspective given the large

volume, variety, and veracity of user-generated content. J. B.

Kim, Albuquerque, and Bronnenberg (2011) extracted data

from Amazon.com on customer search patterns. Netzer et al.

(2012) used user-generated textual data from an online auto-

mobile forum to identify competitive market structures. Du,

Hu, and Damangir (2015) combined sales data from Automo-

tive News together with search trends from Google Trends to

illustrate evolving customer preferences. Nam, Joshi, and Kan-

nan (2017) aggregated textual data from a social tagging plat-

form to identify user-generated social tags. Additionally, the

development of competitor sets is related to a subset of product

attributes. Studies show that product attributes beyond market-

ers’ control can changes customers’ buying decisions (Baum

and Lant 2003; Du, Hu, and Damangir 2015; J. B. Kim, Albu-

querque, and Bronnenberg 2011).

Although previous approaches for identifying competitors

have their merits, there are some challenges related to basic

assumptions, data availability, and the visualization of large

product categories. First of all, previous studies such as Cooper

and Inoue (1996) and DeSarbo and Grewal (2007) collected

their data through questionnaires and surveys. However, these

data limit the potential to study consumer durables in large

markets involving thousands of products. For example, cus-

tomers are not likely to buy durable goods (e.g., vehicles or

household appliances) very often. Therefore, these approaches

are bounded by the cognitive capacity of customers. According

to Ringel and Skiera (2016), even when studying just a handful

of alternative products that customers tend to consider at the

same time, it is questionable whether respondents can appro-

priately recall previous buying decisions or predict future pur-

chase intent. Also, questionnaires and surveys tend to be
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time-consuming to complete and costly to administer and can-

not be used to indicate real-time customer behaviors (J. B. Kim,

Albuquerque, and Bronnenberg 2011; Nam, Joshi, and Kannan

2017; Ringel and Skiera 2016). Besides, the models developed

by Cooper and Inoue (1996) and Du, Hu, and Damangir (2015)

were based on a number of mathematical assumptions and

there were ambiguities regarding consumer search intentions.

Thus, the methods and results may not be fully applicable to

companies in practice.

For a market involving a small number of products, it is

relatively simple to demonstrate the competitive market struc-

ture by presenting dots on an XY graph, where each dot indi-

cates a different product. However, as the number of products

increases, the graphical presentation rapidly becomes a dense

clump of dots, making it difficult to interpret the results (J. B.

Kim, Albuquerque, and Bronnenberg 2011; Ringel and Skiera

2016). Although an additional dimension can be applied to

mitigate this effect (DeSarbo and Grewal 2007), this should

be avoided wherever possible because it tends to be difficult

to check and explain the results (Ringel and Skiera 2016).

Meanwhile, the selection of similarity measures can be ambig-

uous but can play an important part in the analysis. Appendix E

shows some examples of the MDS maps generated using dif-

ferent similarity measures (we further explain this in Model

Evaluation section).

Furthermore, MDS techniques are especially sensitive to the

size of the data set being analyzed (Moore and Holbrook 1982;

Ringel and Skiera 2016). It is inherent to the technique that the

accuracy of data positions deteriorates when the data set

becomes large (Buja et al. 2008). Issues such as the circular

bending effect are common in MDS analysis (Carroll and Ara-

bie 1980). This can result in inaccurate identification of com-

petitive structures and, in particular, competitive relationships

can be shown to be tighter than they actually are (Diaconis,

Table 1. Comparison of Studies Analyzing and Mapping Competitive Market Structure.

Cooper and
Inoue (1996)

DeSarbo and Gre-
wal (2007)

J. B. Kim,
Albuquerque,
and Bronnen-
berg (2011)

Netzer et al.
(2012)

Du, Hu, and
Damangir (2015)

Nam, Joshi,
and Kannan
(2017) This Study

Objective Analyze market
structures by
determining
the
preferences of
different
customer
segments

Identify and
represent
asymmetric
competitive
market structure

Propose an
approach
to visualize
rich
consumer
search
patterns

Convert the
user-
generated
content to
market
structures
and
competitive
insights

Propose a market
response model
to leverage
trends in online
searches in
evolving
customer
preferences

Analyze the set
of brand
associations
obtained
from user-
generated
social tags

An approach
to identify
competitors
and visualize
the
competitive
landscape

Source Rogers National
Research and
Consumer
Reports

Survey Amazon.com Online forum
(Edmunds.
com)

Automotive News
and Google
Trends

A social
tagging
platform

Online travel
agent
platform
(Ctrip.com)

Type of data Questionnaire
about 106
different car
models

Two different
industries and 10
products

Search data
on four
companies
and 62
products

Textual data on
30 car brands
and 169
products

Sales data and
search trends for
80 nonluxury
vehicles

Textual data
on seven
brands

Numerical
data and
textual data
on 6,409
hotels

Approach A competitive
market-
structure
model

Asymmetric
multidimensional
scaling (MDS)

Hierarchical
MDS

Text mining
and net
analysis
approaches
(classical
MDS)

A log-log sales
response model

Text mining
and data
reduction
techniques

An improved
k-nearest
neighbor
model and a
latent
Dirichlet
allocation
model

Nondurables — — — — — Yes Yes
Low cost — — Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Real time — — Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Exploring

key
factors

— — Yes — Yes Yes Yes

Large
product
categories

— — — — — — Yes
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Goel, and Holmes 2008; Moore and Holbrook 1982; Ringel and

Skiera 2016). Nonetheless, our proposed method enables com-

panies to identify their competitors effectively even for large

product categories—that is, categories containing over 6,000

products. A comprehensive competitive map is created which

enables companies to conduct real-time analysis of their com-

petitor sets with consideration of specific strengths and

weaknesses.

Research Settings: Customer Hotel Selection via OTAs

Like many other labor-intensive service industries, the hotel

industry is under increasing pressure (e.g., to lower its costs

and offer more high-quality services) and is highly concerned

with competitor identification (Brown and Dev 2000; Kim and

Canina 2011; Mohammed, Guillet, and Law 2014). Competitor

identification is, therefore, a vital initial step in market evalua-

tion, service improvement, and strategy development (J. Y.

Kim and Canina 2011). As information search is often custom-

ers’ initial step, at which companies can affect their decision

making, it is important to understand how online customers

select hotels, especially in the era of big data. According to

A. C. C. Lu, Gursoy, and Lu (2016), customers today want to

compare products on different attributes before making their

decisions. While a tremendous amount of external information

is available to customers, they tend to use a small number of

hotel attributes in their prepurchase information search. Previ-

ous studies have found that the importance customers attach to

particular types of information in their prepurchase search

depends on, for example, situational factors (e.g., risk percep-

tions and previous experience), product characteristics (e.g.,

type of trip and destination type), decision complexity (e.g.,

number of alternatives), and consumer characteristics (e.g.,

educational level and culture; A. C. C. Lu, Gursoy, and Lu

2016; Tan et al. 2018).

The information search process is quite different through

OTAs. According to the 2018 Chinese Travel Consumer

Report,1 over 77% of hotel bookings in China are made through

OTA websites, and this figure increases to 81% for bookings

made on a phone app. In the present study of hotel selection

from the customers’ perspective, data were obtained from Ctrip

(www.Ctrip.com), a leading OTA that provides flight tickets,

hotel reservations, and tourist resort products in China. There

are two main reasons for using Ctrip.com. First, according to

Shao and Kenney (2018), Ctrip has become one of the largest

and fastest growing OTAs. It attracts over 135 million users in

the Chinese market, and over the period 2017–2018 had a

compound growth rate of 25%. Ctrip’s 2018 annual report

shows that its net income had reached US$4.5 billion for the

full year of 2018, a 16% rise year on year. Second, unlike the

data from other platforms, data generated from Ctrip.com can

be considered “open” (Ctrip 2017), and researchers and orga-

nizations have used data from Ctrip.com to monitor

and analyze challenging issues in diverse fields (Leung, Law,

and Lee 2011; Shao and Kenney 2018; Ye, Law, and Gu 2009).

OTAs make the search process simple and effective. To

access hotel information from OTAs, customers usually are

required to enter some basic information such as their destina-

tions and dates of check-in and check-out. To understand cus-

tomers’ requirements as well as avoid information overload,

leading OTAs filter the hotels for customers based on certain

predefined criteria, such as star rating, price range, and loca-

tion. Star rating has been identified as the most important

selection criterion for customers when they select a hotel via

an OTA. On Ctrip.com, customers need to specify a hotel star

rating (i.e., from two to five stars) before doing their initial

search (as shown in Appendix D). Notably, the 2017 Ctrip

Hotel White Paper shows that over 76% of the hotel searches

on Ctrip.com were associated with a star rating (while 11.61%
of the searches were price-related).2 The report also identifies a

rapidly increasing demand for highly rated hotels when cus-

tomers were searching Ctrip’s listed hotels by star rating. This,

in turn, indicates that hotels listed on Ctrip.com are more likely

to compete with each other within the same star rating.

Although we acknowledge that a variety of factors can

affect potential customers’ search process, given that the data

were retrieved from Ctrip.com, this study applies star rating as

a primary filtering criterion. In this regard, the list of hotels

returned from a customer search can be regarded as a common

set of hotels. Within the common set of hotels, customers are

presented with several types of important information, such as

a brief description of the hotel, lowest price, customer ratings,

number of reviews, and customers’ recommendation rate.

Based on the information provided, customers evaluate the

alternatives to form a consideration set—a set of preferred

hotels to minimize the risk related to their selection (Mankad

et al. 2016; W. Wang, Yi, and Dai 2018). Studies find that

customers increasingly rely on online peer-to-peer reviews in

their prepurchase evaluation of the hotels within their consid-

eration sets (Filieri et al. 2018; K. Lu and Elwalda 2016). The

final decision of a customer is from their consideration set,

which derives in turn from the common set of hotels offered

by the OTA (Pan, Zhang, and Law 2013).

Methodological Framework

Online review data are now playing an important role in every

service industry. It offers an understanding of customer prefer-

ences and allows an assessment of a company’s reputation

(Holloway and Beatty 2003; L. Wu et al. 2016). However, the

use of online review data to identify competitors has been

overlooked. In this study, we use the hotel industry as an exam-

ple and present an analytical framework based on a set of

machine-learning techniques that will identify a service provi-

der’s competitors. It further recognizes the relative importance

of different service attributes affecting customers’ decision

making in various market segments. We demonstrate the

applicability of the proposed analytical framework on a sample

of over 8 million customer reviews of 6,409 hotels in 50 Chi-

nese cities, taken from Ctrip.com. Given that the service review

data are diverse in its format, the underlying analytical
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framework can help the service provider to identify the com-

petitors in the online battlefield more comprehensively and

cost-effectively.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall process of the framework,

which comprises three main steps. The first step is to collect

all the available data, and Step 1: Data Collection and Explora-

tory Analysis section explains how both structured data (i.e.,

customer review ratings) and unstructured data (i.e., customer

review text comments) are extracted and used. The second step

(Step 2: The Improved kNN Model section) is to construct and

evaluate an improved kNN model for competitor identification

by calculating the weighting value to each important attribute

of the service based on information entropy to minimize the

cross-validation error in the prediction of customer engage-

ment. Based on the competitors identified in Step 2, the third

step (Step 3: LDA Model section) uses an LDA model for an

in-depth analysis of customer review text comments to get a

better understanding of customer needs and competitors’ pro-

vision to make appropriate market responses.

Step 1: Data Collection and Exploratory Analysis

In this study, we used a data crawler and downloaded all avail-

able hotel data from the Ctrip.com website for 50 key tourist

cities designated by the China National Tourism Bureau

(2016). To ensure the consistency of the data, we consider only

the most popular hotels, that is, those on the first 10 pages for

each city. It is important to note that the number of hotels listed

on each page of Ctrip is fixed at 25 and is not affected by screen

size. This gave a total of 12,500 hotels. The hotels with fewer

than 100 online reviews and with blank reviews, duplicate

hotels, and those lacking complete information (i.e., the

Figure 1. The analytical framework based on the improved k-nearest neighbor model and latent Dirichlet allocation model.

Ye et al. 7



number of rooms, price, and recommendation rate) were

excluded to improve the validity and reliability of the data. The

final data set contains 6,409 hotels with 8,374,102 online

reviews posted between January 1, 2016, and December 30,

2016.

As shown in Table 2, for each hotel, we collect three types

of structured data, namely, customer review data, hotel descrip-

tion data, and hotel search ranking. Customer review data com-

prise the number of customer reviews (used as a measure of

customer engagement), recommendation rate, the overall cus-

tomer rating, and a four-dimensional rating of hotel quality

(i.e., ratings of the hotel’s location convenience, staff service,

facilities, and cleanliness). The hotel description data include

the hotel’s star rating (star), the number of hotel rooms (rooms),

and the price of a standard room (price), where a standard room

is the primary type offered by each hotel, which is also usually

the cheapest. The hotel search ranking (ranking) is included,

filtered by Ctrip’s hotel star ratings: two-star and below (econ-

omy), three-star (comfortable), four-star (high end), and five-

star (luxury). Appendix A shows an example of a customer

review on Ctrip.com. Reviews can be posted only by users who

have at least reserved a hotel on the website, and they all give a

summary rating, which can range from one to five. Other than

the structured data, we also collect the unstructured textual

comments posted by customers to conduct the in-depth text

analysis for the identification of key service attributes.

As discussed in Online Reviews for Value Co-Creation and

Service Improvement section, customer-company interactions

have long been considered an important resource for service

providers in value co-creation and service improvement (Bro-

die et al. 2011). This phenomenon has been further enhanced

by the digitization and development of information communi-

cation technologies. Traditionally, from the perspective of eco-

nomic theory, price is treated as a primary strategic variable for

hotels, especially in the short term (Weatherford and Bodily

1992), and the intensity of price competition increases when

more rooms of similar quality are traded in a relatively small

area (Choi 1991). However, online hotel competition today is

strongly tied to the OTAs’ algorithms, and customer engage-

ment (i.e., the number of reviews) becomes the most important

factor for the selected OTA (e.g., Ctrip.com) to consider the

hotel’s popularity and reflect this in its customer recommenda-

tion system where the hotel is ranked in the search return.

Studies show that customer engagement in the online plat-

form reflects the popularity of service providers and can influ-

ence as much as 20%–50% of online purchase decisions

(Kumar and Pansari 2016; Thakur 2018). Customers are likely

to log on to online platforms like Ctrip.com to check reviews as

part of their service evaluation (Shao and Kenney 2018; Ye,

Law, and Gu 2009). On the one hand, research suggests that

online reviews can affect the business of the service industry on

a multisided platform like online marketplaces (Gur and Grec-

khamer 2019; Jin, Ji, and Gu 2016). On the other hand, by

posting online reviews, customers can generate important

social value within the community (Kumar and Pansari 2016;

Thakur 2018). Therefore, this study considers the act of posting

online reviews as one of the most influential expressions of

customer engagement and takes the total number of customer

reviews of each hotel in 2016 as a proxy for online customer

engagement. Table 3 displays descriptive statistics for the vari-

ables used in the study, and we take customer engagement as

the dependent variable in our model.

Step 2: The Improved kNN Model

In order to measure how similar hotels are, we constructed an

improved kNN model by combining information entropy

(Shannon 1948) and weighted K-means methods (Modha and

Spangler 2003). The kNN model is an efficient technique that

has been used extensively for classification in machine learn-

ing. In essence, when applied for regression, the kNN technique

makes a prediction based on the kNNs in a metric space. How-

ever, the standard kNN (S-kNN) technique uses an exhaustive

search of an entire training set and is very sensitive to data sets

containing noise (Mitani and Hamamoto 2006) and treats all

attributes as having the same importance for prediction results.

Although both marketing and service research has recognized

the utility of the kNN method in analyzing online review data

Table 2. Explanation of Structured Variables.

Data Types Variables Description

Hotel search
ranking

Ranking Hotel search ranking is the
relative position after a
search on Ctrip.com

Hotel description
data

Star Two- to five-star hotel rating
Rooms To represent the size of the

hotel
Price The lowest price of a hotel

room shown on Ctrip.com
Customer review

data
Customer

engagement
The number of customer

reviews (a proxy measure
for online customer
engagement) from January
to December 2016

Recommendation The proportion of all users
who have at least reserved
the hotel room and would
recommend that hotel to
others

Customer rating The average rating of all
reviews of a hotel

Location
convenience

The review rating for the
convenience of the hotel’s
location given by customers

Staff service The review rating for the
quality of the hotel’s staff
service given by customers

Facilities The review rating for the
hotel’s facilities given by
customers

Cleanliness The review rating for the
hotel’s cleanliness given by
customers
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(Arora et al. 2019; Hartmann et al. 2019; Sohn, You, and Lee

2003), the effect of outliers and unimportant attributes are often

ignored, which tend to be a critical issue in competitor identi-

fication (Baum and Lant 2003).

To enhance the efficiency of competitor identification from

a large-scale online review data, an improved kNN model was

adopted. We apply information entropy to find the relative

importance of each focal hotel attribute in the whole data set.

Then, we divide the training set into several clusters by the

weighted K-means clustering method, based on city (the loca-

tion of the hotels), which helps to overcome the negative

impact of outliers in the training set for finding the kNNs. That

is, only hotels within the same city are considered competitors.

Finally, the local mean vector kNNs in each cluster are

employed to identify competitors of the focal hotel. The

improved kNN model is constructed as follows.

Given a training data set T ¼ ðxn; ynÞf gN
n¼1, where N is the

total number of the training data set, xn ¼ x1
n; x

2
n; . . . ;

�
xm

n g 2 R
m is the input hotel with m-dimensional attribute space,

and yn 2 R (function approximation) is the output of customer

engagement, and C ¼ C1;C2; . . . ;Cif g is the class label for

hotels with different star ratings, where i is the number of

categories, the clustering category is obtained by the weighted

K-means method (Modha and Spangler 2003), and

Ti ¼ ðxij; yijÞ
� �Ni

j¼1
denotes a subset form the class Ci, where

Ni < N. We search ki nearest neighbors from the subset Ti for

the test hotel x using the weighted Euclidean distance function,

defined as follows (Cooper 1983).

dðx; xijÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXm

l¼1

wlðx� xl
ijÞ

2

s
; ð1Þ

where wl is the weight (0 � wl � 1,
Pm

l¼1wl ¼ 1) assigned to

the lth hotel attribute in different hotel star ratings, representing

the relative importance of each hotel attribute. In this study, the

well-known information entropy is applied to evaluate the attri-

bute weight wl of different hotel star ratings, which minimizes

the sum of square error in the process of constructing the

improved kNN model. The information entropy method is fre-

quently used to determine the weights of different objectives in

decision-making models. The weights of hotel attributes based

on the information entropy method in different hotel star rat-

ings are defined in Appendix B.

Sorting the distances of each subset in ascending order, we

can get the nearest neighbor set for the test hotel x in the subset

Ti marked as TNN
ik ¼ fðxNN

ij ; yNN
ij Þg

ki

j¼1. We then utilize the ker-

nel function to estimate the predicted value for the subset Ti

based on its neighbors, which can solve the multicollinearity

between the input variables. For the test hotel x, a Gaussian

radial basis function as the kernel function is expressed

as: Kðx; xNN
ij Þ ¼ expð�jjx� xNN

ij jj
2=2s2Þ, where s is a

smoothing parameter. If the value of s is appropriately

selected, it can compensate for ki exceeding the permitted

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics for Variables.

Category Variable Min. Max. Mean
Standard
Deviation Category Variable Min. Max. Mean

Standard
Deviation

Two-star Ranking 1 250 Three-
star

Ranking 1 250
Price 25 653 145.01 58.693 Price 48 2,539 206.04 106.943
Rooms 5 399 97.26 46.966 Rooms 5 1,100 122.98 75.458
Recommendation 0.76 1.00 0.9426 0.03635 Recommendation 0.65 1.00 0.9376 0.03871
Customer rating 3.4 4.9 4.262 0.2310 Customer rating 3.0 5.0 4.229 0.2524
Location

convenience
3.4 4.9 4.329 0.2383 Location

convenience
3.1 5.0 4.316 0.2496

Facilities 3.0 4.9 4.121 0.2846 Facilities 2.7 5.0 4.094 0.3232
Staff service 3.3 5.0 4.285 0.2431 Staff service 3.1 5.0 4.221 0.2625
Cleanliness 3.2 4.9 4.313 0.2556 Cleanliness 2.9 5.0 4.281 0.2761
Customer

engagement
88 3,367 914.37 813.133 Customer

engagement
67 1,567 696.51 708.372

N 1,954 N 1,580
Four-

star
Ranking 1 250 Five-star Ranking 1 250
Price 170 3,600 306.23 152.740 Price 268 3,105 606.45 335.781
Rooms 8 1,092 187.84 102.810 Rooms 12 1525 313.98 162.460
Recommendation 0.74 1.00 0.9521 0.02986 Recommendation 0.17 1.00 0.9686 0.03050
Customer rating 3.5 4.9 4.314 0.2079 Customer rating 3.8 4.9 4.535 0.1548
Location

convenience
3.3 5.0 4.368 0.2173 Location

convenience
3.7 4.9 4.520 0.2020

Facilities 3.0 4.9 4.200 0.2742 Facilities 3.4 4.9 4.474 0.2043
Staff service 1.0 5.0 4.298 0.2470 Staff service 3.7 4.9 4.522 0.1586
Cleanliness 3.5 4.9 4.388 0.2184 Cleanliness 3.8 4.9 4.620 0.1522
Customer

engagement
47 6,607 2,334.08 1,952.063 Customer

engagement
145 14,524 3,113.88 2,345.485

N 1,478 N 1,397
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value. In the experiments, s is set to be half the mean distance

between x and ki nearest neighbors of each subset. The predic-

tion for testing hotel x, described as ŷi in the subset Ti; is

defined as follows:

ŷi ¼

Xki

j¼1
yNN

ij Kðx; xNN
ij ÞXki

j¼1
Kðx; xNN

ij Þ
: ð2Þ

In the process of calculating the predicted value ŷi, the

attribute weight wl and the number of nearest neighbors ki are

the important parameters, as they control the flexibility of the

improved kNN model. The value of wl is determined by the

information entropy method as above. The value of ki deter-

mines the accuracy and smoothness of the predicted values in

the subset Ti, which are calculated by 10-fold cross-validation

(Golub and Wahba 1979).

After getting the ki value in the subset Ti, we calculate the

local mean vector Uik ¼ 1
ki

Pki

j¼1xNN
ij in the subset Ti. Finally,

we assign the kNNs of the test hotel x by calculating the closest

distance to the local mean vector of Uik . Thus, we obtain k

competitors of the test hotel x.

k ¼ arg min
ki

dðx; UikÞ: ð3Þ

The key advantages of the improved kNN technique are

the comprehensive utilization of information entropy for

calculating the weight of each hotel attribute and the use

of the local mean method for obtaining the nearest neighbor

k not from all training data but from each cluster of the

training data.

This study applies two approaches to evaluate the reliabil-

ity and validity of the improved kNN model for analyzing the

competitor sets of focal hotels. First, we compare the

improved kNN model with the S-kNN model (X. Wu et al.

2008) and the competitive linear regression (LR) model

(Ritov 1990). The correlation coefficient (CC), mean absolute

error (MAE), and root mean square error (RMSE) are the

three main indicators for the comparison. Specifically, CC

measures the degree of correlation between predicted and

observed values, while MAE and RMSE measure the devia-

tion in the observed and predicted values. The formulas for

the three indicators are provided in Appendix C. The model

with the highest value for CC and the lowest values for MAE

and RMSE is considered the best.

Then, this study weights each hotel attribute differently

to reduce the prediction bias of the improved kNN model.

This is because customer behavior regarding each hotel

attribute could differ across market segments. We further

compared the applicability of our improved kNN model

with different commonly used similarity measures such as

Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, and Pearson CCs.

This is important, as the application of the similarity mea-

surement method is closely related to the data analysis pro-

cess and therefore can significantly affect the outcomes. To

justify the assertion that the improved kNN model is the

most appropriate approach, we conducted similarity and

divergence analysis on the comparison between the com-

petitive map generated by our improved kNN model and the

MDS perceptual maps generated by the aforementioned

similarity measures.

Step 3: LDA Model

The process of competitor identification uses the quantitative

hotel attribute information from the customer reviews and then

combines the hotel description data and search ranking infor-

mation to analyze the competitive relationships among hotels.

Although such an analytical method provides managers with

an effective way to scan the market for competitors, it over-

looks the textual information in customer reviews (i.e., the

unstructured data) and in particular the rich information on

hotel attributes. According to Mankad et al. (2016), the textual

content of customer reviews has more customer insight than

the quantitative hotel attribute rating. Therefore, we take the

unstructured data in customer reviews as the object and use the

LDA model to extract customer insights from the textual com-

ments. The LDA model is a powerful and widely used topic-

modeling algorithm (Blei 2012; Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003). It

constructs a three-layer Bayesian structure of documents,

topics, and key words and regards documents as a probability

distribution of implicit topics and topics as a probability dis-

tribution of key words. In addition, the distribution of key words

for different topics varies, so all reviews can be viewed as

consisting of two probability distributions: pðwordjreviewÞ ¼P
topic pðwordjtopicÞ � pðtopicjreviewÞ:
For a given set of text data, LDA uses a probabilistic frame-

work to infer the set of hidden topics from the customer reviews

and decomposes each review into a mixture of these topics with

different probabilities (Blei 2012; Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003).

The text information from customer reviews is clustered into

different topics, and the attribute key word vector of the data is

constructed from the topics. The focal hotel can then bench-

mark its service against that of competitors and pay more atten-

tion to the relevant topics.

Results

We conduct an in-depth analysis of the data (including hotel

description data, hotel search rankings, and review comments)

and empirically test how well the analytical framework can

identify key competitors and determine the importance of par-

ticular hotel attributes in different market segments. The out-

puts can be used to identify the focal hotel’s strengths and

weaknesses, with visual representation of the results, all of

which support more informed strategic marketing decisions.

Moreover, this study also takes an unstructured view to harvest

customer comments from the competitors’ online reviews. It

allows managers to identify “hot topics” that capture users’

perceptions of the hotel and compare the “hot topics” among

competitor hotels to make an appropriate market response

within specific market segments.
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Identifying the Importance of Hotel Attributes

After the data collection, all variables are normalized to pre-

vent those with a high variance from dominating those with a

lower one. The first step of the improved kNN model is to

calculate the information entropy of attributes and get their

corresponding weights in different market segments (according

to the star rating of hotels). Figure 2 shows the weight of each

hotel attribute for different hotel star ratings.

From the results, rooms is the most important attribute for

all hotels, from two-star to five-star, with weight values of 0.33,

0.24, 0.28, and 0.30, respectively. In terms of other attributes,

the outcomes are quite different for hotels with different star

ratings. For two-star hotels, ranking (0.28) is the second most

important attribute and has a more important influence on cus-

tomer engagement than for other hotels, which is also true of

price (0.17). Compared with two-star hotels, the weight of

ranking (0.21) for three-star hotels is reduced but is still second

in importance. Price (0.14) is third, followed by location con-

venience (0.09), recommendation (0.08), staff service (0.07),

and customer rating (0.07). For four-star hotels, the weights of

ranking (0.16) and price (0.10) are lower than for two- and

three-star hotels. They both become less important in this seg-

ment. Additionally, the weight of location convenience (0.12)

is higher, and location becomes the third most important attri-

bute, followed by a cluster of three attributes, recommendation

(0.07), customer rating (0.08), and staff service (0.08). For five-

star hotels, location convenience (0.18) is the second most

important attribute and is higher than for hotels with other star

ratings. Note that ranking (0.12) and price (0.07) are less

important for five-star hotels than they are for other hotels.

Nevertheless, ranking is still the third most important attribute

for five-star hotels. It is followed, in order, by recommendation

(0.11), customer rating (0.08), and staff service (0.09), and the

remaining attributes consist of cleanliness (0.03) and facilities

(0.02).

Identifying the Competitor Set

The second step is to divide the training data set into four

clusters based on the weighted K-means method and to con-

struct the improved kNN model with weighted attributes in

each subset in order to identify the k competitors of the focal

hotel. The value of the parameter k is selected to give the model

with the smallest sum of squares error in the cross-validation.

For two-star through to five-star hotels, the k values selected

are 8, 6, 16, and 9, respectively. In other words, from the

perspective of the customer, a focal hotel’s managers in differ-

ent market segments can confirm exactly how many key com-

petitors it is likely to have: as few as six for a three-star hotel

and as many as 16 for a four-star hotel. However, the optimal

value of k may differ from one data set to another (D. Cheng

et al. 2014).

Generally, when a customer inputs the name of a focal hotel

in the search box on Ctrip.com, other hotels will additionally

appear among the search results, as shown in Appendix D.

These additional hotels are recommended according to the

search algorithm of Ctrip.com. Moreover, customers tend to

include the top-ranked hotels recommended by an OTA in their

Figure 2. The importance of hotel attributes for different hotel star ratings.
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consideration sets for a final selection decision (Chen and

Yao 2016). Consequently, it is of interest to examine both

customers’ and the OTA’s competitor sets (i.e., competitors

identified from the two different perspectives) and to com-

pare “matches” and “mismatches.” The purpose of this com-

parison is to evaluate the effectiveness of the managerial

competitor identification model proposed in this study (based

on the customer perspective) and to find the reason for

any “mismatch.”

We randomly take a two-star hotel, Home Inn Guangzhou,

and a five-star hotel, the Westin Guangzhou, as two focal

hotels, and identify their competitor sets using the proposed

model and the OTA recommendations. In Figure 3, focal hotels

are highlighted in red, and the hotels within red dotted boxes

are competitors that are identified (matched) from both the

kNN model and the OTA recommendations. For instance,

Figure 3A and B shows the competitor sets of Home Inn

Guangzhou, identified by the improved kNN model and by the

OTA, respectively. We compare two lists of competitors and

find there is no hotel in common. Nonetheless, Figure 3C

shows the list of competitors of the Westin Guangzhou identi-

fied by the improved kNN model, in which there are three

hotels consistent with the list of hotels by recommended the

OTA, as shown in Figure 3D.

In addition, we note that Home Inn Guangzhou has advan-

tages on the customer rating, location convenience, staff ser-

vice, cleanliness, and recommendation attributes, and the room

price is at a medium to high level in Figure 3A. Although Home

Inn Guangzhou has these advantages compared with its com-

petitors, it is not the most popular hotel in the market. A prac-

tical recommendation for the hotel managers of Home Inn

Guangzhou would be to prioritize its investment in its search

ranking and facilities to achieve more customer engagement. It

also can be noted that the popular nearby hotel sets recom-

mended by the OTA include three-star as well as two-star

hotels. Thus, we find that the OTA has a tendency to cross-

sell other star-rated hotels to customers. In Figure 3C, our

approach identifies that staff service is the Westin Guangz-

hou’s distinct advantage, and the location and customer rating

attributes are superior, but a few competitors have similar char-

acteristics to the focal hotel. The facilities and recommendation

attributes and customer engagement are at a medium to high

level, while the rest are at or below the average level of com-

petitors. We conclude that the Westin Guangzhou has better

customer engagement than its competitors because of its com-

petitive advantages in staff service, location convenience, and

customer rating but needs to address weaknesses concerning

online search ranking, room cleanliness, and pricing.

Figure 3. Identifying the competitor set with different attributes. (A) Competitor sets of Home Inn Guangzhou based on the improved kNN
model. (B) Popular nearby hotels of Home Inn Guangzhou recommended by the OTA. (C) Competitor sets of the Westin Guangzhou based on
the improved kNN model. (D) Popular nearby hotels of the Westin Guangzhou recommended by the OTA. Note. kNN ¼ k-nearest neighbor;
OTA ¼ online travel agent.
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Predicted Customer Engagement

After k and wl are obtained, the third step is to predict customer

engagement based on the improved kNN model. Figure 4 illus-

trates the prediction results for 30 hotels in each of the four

categories in the test data set. It can be seen that the improved

kNN model closely tracks the trend in customer engagement

for all 120 hotels. This further confirms the ability of our model

to identify competitors across different hotel segments.

Model Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the improved kNN model

against two conventional benchmark models (i.e., LR and S-

kNN) in its prediction capability. Table 4 presents the results of

three indicators used for all models. We can see that all the CC

values of the improved kNN model are more than 0.6, which

indicates there are moderate to strong linear correlations

between the predicted and the observed data. Indeed, the CC

values of the improved kNN model are higher than those in LR

and S-kNN models for hotels of all star ratings, indicating that

the improved kNN model outperforms the other two models in

terms of the CC indicator. In the evaluation of the MAE and

RMSE indicators, compared with the benchmark models, the

improvements of the proposed model on average are 49.51%
and 32.63% for the LR model and 38.58% and 26.46% for the

S-kNN model, respectively, for all hotels of any star rating. For

five-star hotels, the indicators are improved by 59.11% and

48.36% for the MAE and 44.40% and 40.18% for the RMSE,

using the improved kNN model compared with the LR and S-

kNN models, respectively. Overall, the improved kNN model

achieves the highest values on the CC indicator and the lowest

values on the MAE and RMSE indicators and performs signif-

icantly better than the benchmark models in its predictions.

To benchmark our improved kNN model, we compared the

weighted Euclidean distance similarity measure applied in our

model with other measures (i.e., standard Euclidean distance,

cosine similarity, and Pearson CC) that are commonly used in

conventional MDS techniques to capture the similarity rela-

tionships among products. We use Guangzhou Westin Hotel

as the focal hotel and randomly identify 101 five-star hotels in

Guangzhou to demonstrate the results obtained using different

similarity measures. The results are shown in Appendix E.

Specifically, Figure E1A was generated based on the weighted

Euclidean distance while Figures E1B–D show the MDS per-

ceptual maps generated through standard Euclidean distance,

cosine similarity, and Pearson CCs. Figure E1A uses price and

Figure 4. Predicting hotel customer engagement for different hotel star ratings. (A) Two-star hotels. (B) Three-star hotels. (C) Four-star
hotels. (D) Five-star hotels.
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location as two hotel attributes and classifies the hotels into

four different clusters on an XY graph. The focal hotel is shown

as a green triangle (Cluster 3), while the red bubble was gen-

erated by the weighted Euclidean distance to capture the

nearest-neighbor competitive hotels. The focal hotel’s cluster

is positioned in the right upper quadrant, which indicates that it

was classified as having a high recommendation rating (i.e., 4.7

of 5) toward the hotel location and a relatively high average

price (i.e., 1,121 RMB). However, given the same level of data

attributes and sample size (which is relatively small in this

example), the perceptual maps generated in Figures E1B–D

tend to be difficult to interpret.

Robustness Check

After evaluating the model, we perform a check to ascertain

that the stability of the improved kNN model is robust to data

sets from two different time periods. To this end, we harvest

online customer reviews, hotel description information, and

hotel searching rankings from January to December 2018 on

Ctrip.com, for comparison with the results from the 2016 data

set reported above. These two overall data sets, though, are not

wholly comparable, because, for example, in the intervening

period (2017), some hotels may have closed or ceased to list

themselves on Ctrip.com. Therefore, 50 of the hotels that

appeared in both data sets were randomly selected for each

of the four market segments (hotel star ratings). We use the

analysis of variance test to compare the two error groups across

the four market segments. As shown in Table 5, all the p values

are above .05, thus indicating there is no significant difference

in error value between the two data sets.

As a further check on robustness, we pick 30 hotels at ran-

dom and plot the 2016 and 2018 predicted values in Appendix

F. The plots are similar, which again indicates that the

improved kNN model is robust, and the results it generates

apply equally well to the Chinese hotel competitive environ-

ment in 2018 as to that in 2016.

Unpacking Customer Reviews

We used a data crawler and downloaded all customer reviews

of the Westin Guangzhou, and its nine competitors identified

from the improved kNN model, on Ctrip from January 1, 2016,

to December 31, 2016. In total, the data sample comprised

14,897 online reviews across these 10 hotels.

The “perplexity” value was used as the benchmark to deter-

mine the number of topics (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003). The

smaller the perplexity value, the better is the fitness of the

model with different numbers of topics. Consistent with the

study of Hoffman, Bach, and Blei (2010), the perplexity value

was evaluated using five-fold cross-validation, and the results

suggest the five most appropriate topics for the LDA model

used in this study. The five topics were interpreted as location,

amenities, value, experience, and transaction. Specifically,

location is the place where the hotel is situated and whether

it is convenient for customers; amenities indicates the useful

services and features provided when staying at the hotel; value

is associated with the customer perceived value for money after

or during the hotel stay; experience mainly refers to the overall

experience of the customer’s stay; transaction is mostly about

transactional behaviors and the mechanics of the customer’s

stay (it mostly appears during check-in or check-out and/or

before customers arrive at the hotel). These topics capture most

of the textual information in customer reviews. However, these

Table 4. Comparison of the Improved kNN With Two Benchmark
Models.

Indicator Linear Regression S-kNN Improved kNN

Two-star
CC .672 .659 .783
MAE .356 .294 .180
RMSE .530 .430 .361

Three-star
CC .575 .615 .681
MAE .470 .296 .258
RMSE .720 .542 .437

Four-star
CC .613 .645 .717
MAE .564 .425 .314
RMSE .648 .569 .397

Five-star
CC .595 .632 .859
MAE .384 .304 .157
RMSE .455 .423 .253

Note. kNN¼ k-nearest neighbor; S-kNN¼ standard k-nearest neighbor; CC¼
correlation coefficient; MAE ¼ mean absolute error; RMSE ¼ root mean
square error.

Table 5. One-Way Analysis of Variance of 2016 and 2018 Results for
the Different Hotel Star Rating.

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares df

Mean
square F

p
Value

Two-star
hotels

Between
groups

22.160 1 22.160 2.325 .758

Within
groups

934.055 98 9.531

Total 1,660.720 99
Three-star

hotels
Between

groups
98.240 1 98.240 3.230 .213

Within
groups

7,827.250 98 30.415

Total 7,925.490 99
Four-star

hotels
Between

groups
36.572 1 36.572 2.893 .652

Within
groups

1,238.871 98 12.641

Total 1,275.443 99
Five-star

hotels
Between

groups
19.827 1 19.827 1.678 .893

Within
groups

1,157.953 98 11.816

Total 1,177.780 99
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topics are destination specific, in that they may not be the same

if our data had been collected from a different set of hotels,

particularly for location (Topic 1) and experience (Topic 4).

Each topic contains different attribute key words with particu-

lar probabilities that the key words belong to that topic. Table 6

lists the 10 attribute key words that were most likely to appear

in each topic, in descending order.

The strength of each topic can be computed by the LDA

model, and Table 7 compares topic strengths for the Westin

Guangzhou with those of its nine competitors identified from

the improved kNN model. A larger value of the topic strength

represents a more popular (more often discussed) topic. In this

study, the strength of the topic for each hotel is closely related

to the popularity of the topic in the 2016 time period. In other

words, the topic strength in 2016 is proportional to the number

of reviews discussing or at least mentioning that topic.

Based on the topic strengths of different hotels, we con-

ducted additional analysis to classify and examine the senti-

ments of the customer reviews to further understand each topic

identified. In this way, we used the overall hotel ratings as a

proxy for the “emotion recognition” of those review comments

(Liu 2006; Ye, Law, and Gu 2009) and classified comments on

hotels with a star rating above the overall average online review

score as positive, while review comments on hotels below a star

rating of three were assumed to be negative comments; the rest

were designated neutral comments. As neutral comments pre-

sumably do not significantly drive customer behavior (Liu

2006), this study considers only positive and negative com-

ments to analyze the preferences of customers. Appendix G

shows two examples (the Westin Guangzhou Hotel and its

major competitor, the Sofitel Guangzhou Sunrich Hotel) of

co-occurrence networks generated using this approach. The

size of the node represents the frequency of the key words, and

the line thickness represents how often particular pairs of key

words occurred in the same comment.

Discussion and Implications

By analyzing over 8 million customer reviews extracted from

Ctrip.com, one of the world’s largest hotel OTAs, the calcu-

lated weights for different attributes reveal customers’

preferences regarding hotel selection. “Rooms” is the most

important attribute affecting customer engagement across all

star ratings. The number of hotel rooms is closely related to the

star rating, in that four- and five-star hotels have significantly

more rooms than two- and three-star hotels. This indicates that

hotels with more rooms are likely to receive more reviews,

which in turn leads to more bookings being made. This finding

concurs with that of Phillips et al. (2015). It is important to note

that once hotels are built, the rooms attribute is fixed. However,

it is not reasonable to ignore this attribute, especially for a hotel

chain, as managers should consider it in their site selection and

procurement of hotels (Song and Ko 2017).

The findings show that the importance of particular hotel

attributes varies across different hotel segments according to

hotel star ratings. For two-star hotels, ranking is the second

most important attribute after rooms. As two-star hotels

account for a large proportion of the total number of city hotels,

their higher ranking in the search results and higher number of

hits per hotel make it easier for them to be included in custom-

ers’ consideration sets (Chen and Yao 2016). Therefore, the

managers of budget hotels should have a strategy to optimize

their return in a search through an OTA. Also, the results indi-

cate that in this market segment, price is of concern to custom-

ers, more so than location, but this finding is the opposite of

Table 6. Most Likely Words in Each Topic.

Topic1
(Location)

Topic 2
(Amenities)

Topic 3
(Value)

Topic 4
(Experience)

Topic 5
(Transaction)

Location Facilities Price Room Front
Traffic Breakfast Cost Service Check
Near Floor Place Staff Night
Convenience Bathroom Economy Clean Room
Metro Enthusiasm Cheap Comfortable Speed
Station Swim Star Attitude Upgrade
Restaurant Bed Recommend Quiet Service
Supermarket Wi-Fi Free Every Call
Walk Large Old Considerate Taxi
Scenery Surroundings Satisfaction Nice Lobby

Table 7. The Strengths of the Five Topics Across 10 Competing
Hotels.

Location Amenities Experience Value Transaction

The Westin
Guangzhou

.0461 .0565 .0612 .0236 .0198

Crown Plaza
Guangzhou
City
Centre

.0467 .0256 .0527 .0345 .0223

Sofitel
Guangzhou
Sunrich

.0689 .0193 .0458 .0476 .0341

Grand Hyatt
Guangzhou

.0223 .0547 .0578 .0178 .0289

Soluxe Hotel
Guangzhou

.0543 .0376 .0258 .0298 .0241

Hilton
Guangzhou
Tianhe

.0345 .0569 .0398 .0352 .0167

Double Tree
by Hilton
Hotel
Guangzhou

.0312 .0329 .0213 .0467 .0201

The Ritz-
Carlton,
Guangzhou

.0421 .0543 .0644 .0246 .0312

Pullman
Guangzhou
Baiyun
Airport

.0568 .0513 .0467 .0294 .0245

Langham
Place

.4370 .0317 .0289 .0214 .0218
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that reported by Mohammed, Guillet, and Law (2014). Similar

to two-star hotels, the ranking attribute is important for three-star

hotels. The customers are likely to have greater expectations of a

three-star hotel, for instance, in terms of staff service, facilities,

and cleanliness. Regarding the customers of four-star hotels,

hotel location (close to scenic resorts, a commercial district, and

a public transport hub) becomes more important than the price

when they select a hotel. Also, customers pay more attention to

recommendation, customer rating, and staff service.

For five-star hotels, although location is only the third most

important attribute, it has a higher weight than for hotels of

other star ratings. The price and ranking attributes are given

lower weights than for other hotels. On the one hand, this

suggests that customers are willing to spend more on a con-

venient location. On the other hand, Pavlou and Dimoka (2006)

point out that the information on these luxury hotels can be

easily found on OTAs’ websites, as there are a relatively small

number of them in a given city. We also note that the five-star

hotels have a lower weight on staff service, facilities, and

cleanliness than on location convenience, which is counter to

the findings of Nasution and Mavondo (2008). A possible

explanation is that the customers take it for granted that a

luxury hotel will offer high-quality services and facilities, and

so they pay more attention to hotel location instead.

Apart from important attributes identified among different

hotel segments, this study compared the list of competitors

identified from a customer perspective with the list of the hotels

recommended by the OTA (i.e., Ctrip.com) and found that the

two lists of hotels do not completely match. Thus, there may be

inconsistencies between the consumer perspective and OTAs’

interests. Additionally, although the proposed kNN method

provides managers with a way to quickly scan their market

competition, there could be a limitation on predictions of

individual behaviors or perceptions. Thus, to obtain a more

in-depth knowledge of their customers, we proposed a

natural-language processing technique (i.e., the LDA model)

to analyze online customer reviews. In the case demonstration

of the Westin Guangzhou hotel, using the LDA model, we can

compare the topic strength of the Westin Guangzhou with its

nine competitors identified from the kNN model. Based on the

LDA analysis, we further compared the co-occurrence network

maps between the Westin Guangzhou Hotel and its major com-

petitor, the Sofitel Guangzhou Sunrich Hotel (in Appendix G).

The results indicate that the Westin Guangzhou Hotel per-

formed better than the Sofitel Guangzhou Sunrich Hotel on the

topic of amenities, while it performed less competitive on the

topic of location. Also, the transaction-related key words indi-

cate that neither hotel does well on this topic. This, in turn,

means if one of the hotels can improve its transaction quality,

such as increasing the speed at reception, this may help it to

gain significant competitive advantage over the other hotel.

Implications for Research

This study extends the application of online reviews in service

research. Although other recent studies have given attention to

competition analysis, service research has mostly involved

analysis of survey and archival data (Wieringa and Verhoef

2007; J. Wu and Olk 2014), and the findings are limited by the

sources of data (such as cross-sectional data and small sample

sizes) and simplistic approaches to the analysis (such as the use

of ordinary least squares regression models). As a result, the

conclusions usually are neither reliable nor robust (Gao et al.

2018). In contrast, this study extends the literature by proposing

and verifying an analytical framework based on a set of

machine-learning techniques that has rarely been applied in the

competitive environment of service industries (Gur and Grec-

khamer 2019). We proposed an improved kNN model that

captures the complex dependency of customer review data,

hotel search rankings, and hotel descriptions to visualize the

advantages and weaknesses of consumers’ perceived service

performance and identify key competitors in the marketplace.

The results were further applied in a natural-language process-

ing method—the LDA model—to identify the key service

topics discussed in the customer reviews of competitors’ ser-

vices. Given that the service review data are diverse in its

format, the underlying analytical framework outperforms the

other typical machine-learning models and can help the service

provider to identify the competitors in the online battlefield

more comprehensively and cost-effectively.

Moreover, the view that approximates the customer perspec-

tive on competitors can reduce managerial “blind spots,” short-

sightedness, and competition asymmetry (Baum and Lant

2003), which is consistent with the study of Li and Netessine

(2012). While previous studies have identified that attributes

such as location, company size, price, and service are often the

main factors that define competitors in the hotel industry (J. Y.

Kim and Canina 2011), this study indicates that the importance

of these attributes varies with hotel star ratings. Last but not

least, according to the analytical framework, the market envi-

ronment can be displayed graphically. The proposed approach

can also be adopted in different service industries to determine

the perceived quality of services and develop an effective strat-

egy for service improvement.

Implications for Practice

Our findings have important implications for service managers,

online consumers, and OTAs in harvesting online reviews to

improve their service performance and decision making.

First of all, the proposed analytical framework can help

service managers to gain a better understanding of their key

competitors as well as customers to make appropriate market

responses in a timely manner. Online reviews contain vast

amounts of information and reflect customers’ demand prefer-

ences for hotels. The improved kNN model helps managers to

determine the degree of influence of particular hotel attributes

on consumer decisions across different hotel star ratings. Com-

bined with the hotel’s customer engagement, managers can

explore the attributes of their key competitors that customers

discussed in their reviews. Moreover, the LDA model enables

the managers to cluster online reviews into different topics
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based on popularity and the sentiments expressed by custom-

ers. In this way, tracking changes in the overall content of

customer reviews can help managers develop competitive busi-

ness and management strategies. Furthermore, the co-

occurrence analysis can help managers to determine major

issues, so that they can pay particular attention to them. For

instance, managers can apply the approach to monitor topics

with negative sentiment and take action to address the negative

comments to minimize adverse outcomes. Managers can also

monitor the reviews over time to find out whether their actions

generate actual business improvements. Thus, managers can

clarify the hotel’s position in the market against competitors

and fully understand their own advantages and weaknesses, as

well as the attitudes of customers, which can guide hotels in

service improvement.

The developed analytical framework also provides clear

managerial implications for online consumers and OTAs by

not only illustrating an effective approach but also producing

several visual analytics as examples to follow. In particular, the

developed analytical framework consists of competitor set

graphs (as shown in Figure 3), LDA topic modeling (presented

in Table 6) together with the key word co-occurrence networks

(in Appendix G). These could be developed into a software

application. Such an app would help online consumers to con-

duct content analysis and offer valuable insights by harvesting

a large number of reviews from different platforms to support

their hotel selection. Furthermore, the analytical framework

developed in this study can be applied within a broad range

of fields to support OTAs’ information management, process-

ing, and interpretation. For example, the analytical approach

can be adopted by OTAs to improve their analytics. In this way,

it can further enhance their operational practices to offer better

search results.

Conclusions and Future Research Directions

The purpose of this study is to provide insights into the proce-

dures that could be used by service managers to identify com-

petitors and recognize the relative importance of different

product attributes based on online customer reviews. We pro-

pose an analytical framework based on a set of machine-

learning techniques, including an improved kNN model and

an LDA model, to identify both the competitor set and impor-

tant attributes in different star-rated segments of the hotel mar-

ket. The information on important attributes, each with its own

weight, makes this an innovative approach to the identification

of key competitors from the perspective of customers (Li and

Netessine 2012). We also tested the prediction accuracy, relia-

bility, and robustness of our proposed method. We further use

the LDA model for an in-depth analysis of customer review

text comments to identify the key topics discussed in compet-

itors’ reviews and to make appropriate market responses for

improved service competitiveness. While the proposed analy-

tical framework is potentially useful, there are a number of

research issues that remain to be addressed.

First of all, this study identifies competitors from the cus-

tomer perspective. However, as competitors can be determined

from different perspectives, it might be difficult for managers

to agree with the results generated from our proposed frame-

work. Thus, further research should include other perspectives

(e.g., the managers’ perspective) to identify other competitor

sets, and then compare these, so as to formulate more accurate

marketing strategies. Secondly, this study could be extended by

segmenting the market in ways other than star ratings, for

example, by hotel brand or type (e.g., business and leisure).

In this way, future research could more systematically analyze

competitors from multiple perspectives for multiple types of

market segmentation. Finally, we use hotel data collected from

Ctrip.com, which is one of the largest OTAs in China. But

taking data from just one source may make the results prone

to bias. Future studies can be conducted to verify the analytical

framework using data from different sources. Given the dra-

matic rise of peer-to-peer services (e.g., Airbnb and Flipkey.

com) in the hospitality marketplace, the developed framework

should be used to investigate the impact of the sharing econ-

omy by comparing hotels at a specific destination, available via

OTAs (e.g., Expedia and Ctrip.com), with accommodation

available through peer-to-peer platforms. This would be of

particular interest, as studies indicate that peer-to-peer (shar-

ing) platforms offer a broader range of products and services

than traditional OTAs (M. Cheng 2016). Our proposed analy-

tical framework could be used to study the sharing economy

and determine the potential changes to the customer experience

through the use of different peer-to-peer services.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. An example a customer review.
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Appendix B

Attribute Weights wl

The information entropy of hotel attributes for each star-rated hotel data set is defined as:

Hl ¼ �
Xn

j¼1

pl
jlog

pl
j

2 ; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n; l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m;

where pl
j ¼ xl

j=
Pn

j¼1xl
j, and then the hotel attribute weight can be expressed as:

wl ¼
1� Hl

m�
Xm

l¼1
Hl

; l ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m;

where 0 � wl � 1,
Pm

l¼1wl ¼ 1.

Appendix C

Three Indicators for Model Evaluation

Given a pair of random variables (yi; ŷi), the formula for the CC is:

CC ¼ Covðyi; ŷiÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var½yi�Var½ŷi�

p ;

where yi is the observed value, ŷi is the predicted value, Cov is the covariance, Var½yi� is the variance of yi, and Var½ŷi� is the

variance of ŷi. MAE is a measure of the difference between two continuous variables. Assume yi and ŷi are the variables of paired

observations that express the same phenomenon. The MAE is given by:

MAE ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

jyi � ŷij:

RMSE is a frequently applied measure of the difference between values predicted by a model and the values observed. For

example, the RMSE of predicted values yi for i instances of a regression’s dependent variable, ŷi with variables observed over N

times, is:

RMSE ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N

XN

i¼1

ðyi � ŷiÞ2
vuut :
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Appendix D

Figure D1. An example of search results from Ctrip.com.
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Appendix E

Figure E1. Visualization of competitive maps between the improved kNN model and MDS techniques. (A) The improved kNN using weighted
Euclidean distance. (B) MDS using standard Euclidean distance. (C) MDS using cosine similarity. (D) MDS using the Pearson correlation
coefficients.
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Appendix F

Figure F1. The trend charts of predicted values for different hotel star ratings in 2016 and 2018.
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Appendix G

Two Co-Occurrence Networks Generated by the LDA Topic Modeling Approach

Figures G1A and B show the positive and negative co-occurrence networks of the Westin Guangzhou Hotel. Figures G1C and D

show the positive and negative co-occurrence networks of the Sofitel Guangzhou Sunrich Hotel. The key words regarding the

topics of location, amenities, value, experience, and transaction are shown in yellow, orange, purple, blue, and green, respectively.

Figure G1. (A) Positive topics of Westin Guangzhou. (B) Negative topics of Westin Guangzhou. (C) Positive topics of Sofitel Guangzhou
Sunrich Hotel. (D) Negative topics of Sofitel Guangzhou Sunrich Hotel.
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Notes

1. Please refer to Chinese Travel Consumer Report 2017–2018 at

https://www.reutersevents.com/travel/distribution-strategies/chi

nese-travel-consumer-report-2017-2018

2. Please see the 2017 Ctrip Hotel White Paper at https://www.travel

daily.cn/images/201801/2017Ctrip_hotel_data.pdf. A summary of

the report in English is available at https://www.chinatravelnews.

com/article/119723
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